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Ambrell to Exhibit at HOUSTEX 2019 in Houston, TX USA 
Attendees can check-out an induction heating demonstration and speak to Dr. 
Dahake from THE LAB 

Rochester, NY — Ambrell, an inTEST Company and a leading manufacturer of 
induction heating solutions, will exhibit at HOUSTEX once again. The show will take 
place February 26-28 at the George R. Brown Convention Center in Houston, TX USA 
and representatives will be on-hand in booth 1442.  

At the booth, induction heating solutions will be on display, including a working 
EASYHEATTM induction heating system. Ambrell manufactures a wide range of high and 
low frequency induction heating systems, ranging from 1 kW to 500 kW. Systems are 
manufactured at their new headquarters and manufacturing facility in Rochester, NY 
USA and there are sales and service locations around the globe. 

Induction heating offers several benefits to manufacturers including speed, precision and 
repeatability which can result in faster throughput and a more consistent, higher quality 
product. Induction can be used for a wide array of applications including brazing, 
soldering, annealing, metal-to-plastic insertion, heat treating, carbide heating, material 
testing, shrink fitting and more in industries such as automotive, aerospace, oil/gas, 
medical manufacturing, and research.   

The cornerstone of the Ambrell experience is applications testing from THE LAB. There, 
experienced engineers test client applications and recommend the right systems based 
on their process requirements. Dr. Girish Dahake from THE LAB will be at the booth to 
discuss attendee heating applications. Attendees are encouraged to bring their parts and 
drawings to the booth. 

HOUSTEX draws over 4,600 professionals from the region to learn about the latest 
advancements in manufacturing. More information is available on the HOUSTEX website 
or at www.ambrell.com. Use code 10003238 upon registration to receive a free exhibition 
pass. 
 

About Ambrell 
Founded in 1986, Ambrell Corporation, an inTEST Company, is a global leader in the 
induction heating market and is renowned for its application and engineering expertise. 
Exceptional product quality and outstanding service and support are at the core of the 
company’s commitment to provide the best customer experience in the industry. Ambrell is 



headquartered in the United States with operations in the United Kingdom and the 
Netherlands. All products are engineered and made at the company’s manufacturing facility 
in the United States, which is ISO 9001:2015-certified. Over the last three decades Ambrell 
has expanded its global reach through an extensive OEM and distribution network and today 
has more than 15,000 systems installed in over 50 countries. 
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